Seasonal

Mainstay

Please keep in mind our beer selection is constantly rotating.

Northern Light

Pink Cashmere

5.25

› SOUR GERMAN WHEAT ALE
This unfiltered gose is hazy, tart and sour, but with
the addition of 168 pounds of blackberry puree, it’s
a perfectly refreshing summer brew.

Hoplore Batch 3
› SMASH PALE ALE
Using Maris Otter malts & Cascade hops batch 3
of our Single Malt and Single Hop pale ale series
brings old school fruity, floral, citrus & spicy
flavors & aromas that combine w/ a tasty malt
presence that lets the hop flavors shine.

› GERMAN BOCK
Complex and deep Munich malt aromas and
flavors meet a med-full bodied feel. Sweet
biscuity upfront malt flavors develop into a malty
melanoidin richness.

› GERMAN-STYLE RAUCHBIER
A collaboration beer with The Brewtorium.
Brewed w/ smoked malt & lagered for 2 months, it
strikes a delicious balance between malt, smoke &
hops w/ a clean lager finish.

5.25

› GERMAN-STYLED PILSNER
Light to medium bodied pilsner w/ flowery, spicy
& lemon zest flavor & aroma. This patio pounder
is perfect for lounging on the porch during those
long summer days.
5.25

› ENGLISH-STYLE SPECIAL BITTER ALE
Pilsner, Caravienne & Chocolate malts combine to
create the Duck’s beautiful ruch amber color - soft,
creamy & nicely balanced by Horizon hops.

Red Zeppelin

6.25

› WEST COAST-STYLE AMERICAN IPA
Copiouos amounts of Magnum, Citra & Amarillo
hops are balaced out by Belgian caramel & crystal
matls resulting in a hoppy, but well balanced &
dangerously drinkable IPA.

Pedal Bite

› BLONDE ALE
Pale color & light bodied w/ a soft hop presence.
Clean German pilser malt is paired w/ classic
American hops for a slightly floral & citrus finish.

Duckabish Amber
5.25

Kodiac

5.25

Porch Time
5.25

Dr. Rauchenstein

› GERMAN-STYLE HELLES
The perfect touch of Horizon hops working in
tandem w/ Pilsner malts creates this very crisp,
clean, refreshing brew - classic & easygoing.

Star View
5.25

Babycakes Bock

5.25

5.25

› IRISH RED ALE
Balanced, malt-driven, medium body Irish ale
that is lightly hopped allowing the toasted malt
character to take center stage.

Okanogan

5.25

› DARK ALE
Pilsner, Caravienne, Munich, Chocolate & Black
malts w/ roasted barley, perfectly balanced w/
Cascade hops makes this a dark & toasty treat.
5.25

› AMERICAN PALE ALE
A classic Pale Ale dry-hopped w/ Falconer’s Flight
to give a light, clean & crisp body w/ notes of pine
and citrus

Bavarian Hefeweizen

5.25

› SOUTH GERMAN-STYLE UNFILTERED WHEAT ALE

Pilsner malt & white wheat combined w/ German
Hallertau hops make this smooth German-style
wheat beer a bright and invigorating experience.

Py Jingo

Nitro
El Zorro Gordo

6.95

› BOURBON BARREL-AGED SPLINTERCAT
An aggressive, highly potent, rich and robust stout
aged in Swift Whiskey’s American oak whiskey
barrel for six months. Dark & deep beer with notes
of cocoa, roast, coffee, & malt. Served on Nitro to
accentuate its bold character & rich flavors.

› AMERICAN PALE ALE
In Pacific Northwest style, this complex combo of
Pilsner & Caravienne malts, w/ Horizon, Cascade
& Amarillo hops adds up to a satisfying wow.

Sunbreak

6.25

› AMERICAN IPA
This medium bodied IPA showcases tropical fruit
& herbal notes which are derived from the special
selection of hops used in the boil & dry hopping.

Beer Flight
› BUILD YOUR FLIGHT
Why settle for just one? Pick 3 different styles
(sorry no multiples) and try out several of our
award winning beers.

5.25

7.50

Green Menace

6.25

› WEST COAST-STYLE DOUBLE IPA
Reckless amounts of American & aroma hops w/
American pilsner & Belgian crystal malts combine
for a big shoutout to all our happy hop-heads.

+1.50 for each High ABV & Barrel-Aged beer
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